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Following the development of modern aberration correction in
electron microscopy, it has been routinely available subÅngstrom spatial resolution in inorganic materials. The currentlyachievable spatial resolution is less than half an Ångstrom1, which
seems to be sufficiently high enough to analyze local atomic
structures. However, such high spatial resolution is only valid in
the lateral two dimensions and the last remaining depth
resolution along the axial direction is still no better than 5 – 10
nm in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Since
the physical limit of the depth resolution is dominated by the
illumination angle (α) in STEM2,3, and we have therefore newly
developed a Delta-type corrector that can correct up to 6th-fold
astigmatism and installed the corrector into our ARM300CF at
the University of Tokyo. The flat region in Ronchigram is
remarkably improved up to 70 mrad at 300 kV. By utilizing such
large α, we have systematically investigated the depth-resolution
by using single Ce dopants embedded in cubic boron nitride (cBN)4, where we obtained 2.1 nm depth resolution with the
illumination angle of 63 mrad at 300 kV5. We will also discuss the
three-dimensional distribution of single Ce dopants in c-BN at
atomic-scale.
In our group, we are also working on the development of
differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging in STEM, which has
access to the local electric and magnetic fields in atomic scale6,7.
One of difficulty of this technique is due to the dynamical
diffraction even in a thin specimen, which easily destroys the
phase information in a bright-field region. To avoid such the
diffraction effect, we choose monolayer graphene and we will
discuss the possibility of chemical bonding imaging around single
Si impurities in monolayer graphene8.
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